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Consulting Gro p helps faculty
bring systcmatic approach
to instructional design -efforts

:

The Consulting Group on In tructional tesign: its game ddesh't trip off, the
tongue, but it should be at least; familiar to Uthveraity facultymembers who seek
to upgrade the effectiveness of their instructional efforts. Thraugh faculty seminars,
consultation, and cooperative efforts with faculty to develop instructional programs
utilizing new strategies end technologies, the Consulting Group tries to "make a
difference" in the effectiveness of the teaching and-learning processes at the.Uni-
versify. This issue of Comment discusses Activities of the Consulting Group and
some facultrmembers for whom it has indeed made a difference.

EffectiJinstruction is objective r . J
0* of research-development projects

U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
EDUCATION & WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EOUCATION,

THIS DOCUMENT HAS &VIN PEPRO-
DUCED EXACTL,y iViS RECEIvE0 FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN.
ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OP OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARIL% REPRE-
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ECT&A I ON POSITION, OR POLICY

",You are )p
unit of -a univer
p.m. of along d

diatric intrn in an intensive care
it y teaching hospital. It is 10:30

in which you have not had an
opportunity to have dinner. A seven day old infant
is admitted from Frozen Falls, Minnesota...."

Reading this introducti9n-from the, viewing screen of a computer terminal at the
Health Sciences Learning Resources Center at Diehl Half, q medical student begins
to work through a simlated-clin1cal situation. With a few toulies to the keyboard,
the student requests information and tests to help in making a series of crucial
decisions about the infant's treatment. Each decision brings new corisequences
and requires new choices. The infant will be saved or will die on the basis of ,how
dwelt the student is able tQ apply principles involved in managing the case. The
program was developed by University pediatric cardiologist James Moller as a

'''means of giving `students practice in making patient management decisions.
This computer simulatiOn is just one of may projects developed' at the Uni-

versity thrdugh combined efforts of facIty .frorn"the subject-matter disciplines on
the one , hand, and research-oriented* cognitive psychologists and instructional
designers on the other. Providing stimulation, coordination, and a/share of the
expertise {or such efforts is the Consulting Group on Instructional Design, an all-
University service unit directed by Russell W. Burris.
' Projects undertaken by faCulty and the Consulting Group often incorporate new
instructional techniques and technologiessuch as computer-based instructional

a
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programs calling for student inter:fgXdn, or slide-
tape instructional units to be used independently
of the student's own pace. 'They also make use.of
laboratory research into questioni. of learning,
cognition7perception, comprehension, competence,
and mentoryy At the same time; they afford a setting
within. which .further research, both basic and
applied, may, be conducted.

The-ConsultinGroup, affiliated with the Center
for- Educational Development since last year, was
established in 1962 as the Center for the Study

.. of Programmed Learning. Initially supported by the
Hill Family Foundation ancTheaded by BUrristasince
its inception, the center was founded to ,serve-as
a locus for the study and development of pro-
grammed nstguttion within the educational offerings's

. of the University. In 1969, it was also designated
as the unit .to' study and develop the Uniyersity's
uses Of computer-assisted instruction. Its recent

.

-name change reflects its current concern with more
broadly defined questions\ Jo! InstructIonaLdesign.

ponsulting Group staff nembers include Burris,
who is also ai faculty member n educational psy-
chology; faculty associatesPauLJohn.son of 'educe-
tional .psychology and Paul Fox of psychology;
Elaine Parent, a resear ch-fellow who works closely
with faculty on several prefects; computer program-,
mers Keith Hazelton, Earl Schleske, and Wolfgang
Rothen; LaVprme Molde, who coordinates adminis-

. trative aspects-of the Cori,+;Ulting Group's activities,
and six.research assistants

The Consulting Group conducts applied research
?elating to specific projects. For more basic re-
serech into human learning processes, it draws
upon the resources' of the Human Learning Center,,
established in' 1963 with funds from the National
Science Foundation and National In,stitute for. Child
Health. and Human Development. The two units

Instructional design based on key questions about teaching, learning

During the early weeks of
the faculty seminar conducted
two or three times' yearly by
the Consulting Group one In-
structional Design, director
Russell Burris lays a foundation
for analysis of any teachingLi
learning situation. He identifies
some basic elements of instruc-
tional design, raising pertinent
questions:

Performance -criteria: What
does an individual "know" when
we say he or she "knows ? -' What
Occurs in a person's performance
upon which we make the judg-
ment that he or she_knows? What

-distinguishes that person's per-
formance froim that of- the indivi-
dual who does not khow?

Lbaming sequence: In what
sequence will the material be
learned most effectively? How is
the body of knowledge structur-
ed, and what does this suggest
about optimum learning .se-
quence?

Learning strategies: What

must the learner do to learn
what must be learned?

Instructional 'modes and
media: -How are the appropriate
instructional techniques and
technologies selected to best
carry out the chosen learning'
strategies?

Motivation: How can various
affective considerations optimize
learning?

Individual differences: How
are individual diffeences MI

learning relevant to effective
learning situa ions? What kinds
of different earning situations
are needed o optimize learning
among different individuals?

USing a favorite analogy,
Burris also encourages seminar
participants to conceptualize the
learning process by thinking of
each discipline as a language.
The. specific., information to be
learned, may be likened to vo-
cabulary, structure, and syntax,
he suggests, Most important,
however, and most difficult to
teach, are the rules by which

these elements are "manipulat-
ed" and "transformed" in pro-
cessing information and solving
problems, i.e., the "grammar"
of the discipline. . ,

Drawing an example from a
discipline wittyvhich the Con-
Suiting Group has worked ex-
tensively, he observed that an
arthistorian may have little dif-
fidulty recognizing another ex-
pe(t in the field, but is likely, to
find it hard to describe what.
that expert "knows," Ce.,- what
rule he or she follows In carry-
ing out the tasks performed as
an expert. Teachers of art history
may find it relatively easy to
set forth the "vocabulary" of
the discipline, to impart specific
bits of infqrmation, but much
harder to describe or define
the rules by which that
mation is to be transformed and
manipulated. ,Consequently, it
difficult to devise learning pot

' blems through which the student
May begin to internalize those
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- work join y on many projects; they share some
. staff and o, copy offices together at-205 Elliott- Hall

on the Twin cities campus.

Seminar provi\des framework
for analysis of problems

A faculty -member's contact with the. Consulting'
Group Usually begins, with:a ten-week seminar
offered two or three 'tirhes each year. Notices are
Sent to all faculty members, and attendance is
generally between ten an.d twenty. Often, those
-attending have been encourage0 to do So by ozol-

leagues whotiave taken part previously.
During the first few weeks of the seminar, Burris

discusses basic elements of instructional design.
In latter weeks, he asks participants to use this
information as a frame of Tefererice td define' a
particular teaching-learning-problem-at' their own
experience and to work out a pilot project- for its
solution. Participants .receive indiyidual assistance
in identifying'the problem and develoRing the proj-

.

ect.
Such a project may entail any of several ac-

tivities: restructuring course contentzicteveloping
printed course. materials which make use of new
instructional strategiet; employing' slides,.types,
computer, or other technology; or -tatting a new
approach to evaluating student performance based
an redefinitiod' of the skills to be imparted in a
'course. Many projects are

they
scaled and

easily implemented by ther individual instructor.
Others provide a setting for continuing developinent
effcirts in conjunction with the Consulting Group.

-Educators, researchers cooperate
in instluctionalAbvelopment

.

A lohg-term collaborative effort ,typically gets
underway with a serjes of meetings among ;he
faculty member originating the proposal and those
individuals 'from the discipline, ilkie Consulting
Group, and the Htiman Learning,-Center who will
participate. These meetings' serve as a forum for.
clarifying objectives and further developing the
proposal. Staff members of the Measurement Ser-
vices Center may participate in planning, evalua-
tion aspects of the project, end, Management Olen:
ning and InformatiOn Services staff may help de-
termine cost and feasibility.

The Consultihg Group may draw upon limited
financial resources of its own to help usher a project
into !posing. FUnding for full-scale development work
is so'u§ht through proposals developed jointly by
the academic unit and the Consulting Group. Most
such support comes froni University sources hch

4

as the Educational Development Program; other
funds are sought externally...

Burris noted that the psychologist-researchers,
instructional designer's, evaluation specialists, and
discipline-orientad people, involved in any given
project each work within their own areas. of inter-
est, drawing upon the expertise of the others.

Asian example, BUrristed the development of
'television- and computer-assisted instruction in
the German language. The project was originated
by Cecil Wood, professor of German, who now also
holds an'adjunct appointment in the Human Learning
Center. iA. linguist, Wood is primarily concerned
with pedagogical, issues involved in leaching and
learning German.' In developing his instructional
programs, he draws upon the OsYchplogists1 ex-

;pertis.e in learning theory. Meanwhile, the psycholo-
'gist-researchers. working on the project are inter-
ested ins,questions of second-language learning
per se, each from a specific .domain-within psychol-
ogy. For application of their theories, they draw
upon Wood's knowledge of the problems of teaching
and learning the target language. Among current
research interests, are the effectiveneSs of the
various components of a Media-aided language
course (measured both by,student performance and
student attitude) ancLeffectistia evaluation of scond-
language learning.

Most of the projects under active idevelopment
'in collaboration with the Consulting Group may be
clustered into four curricular areas:

dir
Medicine, / with ComputeAased instructional

simulations being used in hematology, ophthal-
mology, family practice, and. pediatric, cardiology,
and similar development underway in anatomy and
psychiatry;

Art history, in. Which self-paced slide-tape
-/

in-
structioual units are being' used or developed to
teach survey ,courses in ancient, Medieval, and

. , Asian art history;
,

Law, with a computer-based simulation being
'used 'in ,a civil procedure course, and other simu-
lations being developed by law faculty from a
number of institutions and the. Consulting Gr.oup
in a project funded by the Ford Foundation-spon-
sored Council on -Legal Education for' Professional
Responsibility; and

4 9.

Second languSge learning,- initiated with Cecil
Wood's development of computer-assisted instruc-
tion in German and nowxpanfied to Dutch, Swedish,
Norwegian, and ancient Greek.

The remainder of this issue will focus on selected
developments in each of these areas.
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, Medicine: computer-simulated case helps teach problem-scrIving.
.
approach

As JaMes Moller has gone about developing make fine 'discriminations in interpreting medical
computer problems for his students in pediatric car- evideince. Information on a six-year-old patient is
diology, he and the Consulting Group,on Instruc- presented to students, much of" it by means of
tionahDesign hav,e been interested in a key'question: audio tappOheart sounds) or-slided(of EKG charts,
by what process do.medical students ledrn the , x-rays; or iShotographsof the patient). Students are
problem-solving approach? How do they learn, for asked questidris leading to diagnosis, and their
example, to make the decisions involved in answers receive,irrimediate reinfOrc?ment or cbrrec-
managing a patient's bare?. k

..,
hon. For example, if a student misinterprets a

The traditional text-and-lecture approach, Mal- particular heart sound the' computer will indicate .

ler said, does not adequately teach problem - solving. not only the correct interpretation of the sound
A medical student may be quite capable of associat- heard, .but where to ,go on the tape to hear an i .
ing a given serof symptbms with a given disorder, actual example of what the student incorrectly
for-example, but unprepared to identify those symp-. thought he or She heard. . ..- -

:-.4 toms on the basis of a patient's vague complaints. A. fourth type of program was develo }ed by
M011e r concluded that these and other eleMents DaviqSwanson, graduate student in psychology,
-could be built into a competdr-based clinical and Paul Johnson, Consulting Group faculty as-.
'simulation. The student, in the role of a doctor sociate, to provide a-simple format for -students to
faced 'with a series of alternatives in managing a use in pFogramming cases df their own for the
case, would experience valuable decision-making . computer file. Once acase is programmed,' a stu-

s activlty. before getting into an actual,clinical setting., dent user can receive' introductory information
Moller devethped hip first simulationthat of about a patient and,-on request, -information about

, an infant brought from a rural community to a medical history, physical examination, and labora-
university teaching ho4p54.1 on advice of the. f rtmily tory data. The user diagno§es the patient's problem -
phySician, described on frage one of this issue and selects management alternatives: Responses
earlier this year. He has- used it with fourth-year can be scored and compared to an opptimiim score.
medical students as well as interns and .residents. ; Support for development of these programs has -.
He hopes. to develop additional simulations, not, come from three sources: the Dw I Fancily Fund,
he explains, to expose students to every' type of the Educational Development, Pro ram, and re-
ckinical situation, but to provide experience in sources of the Consulting Group. While student
thinking through important problems. . response to Moller's programs has yen favorable,

The infant-care case has been programmed to he plans to place more emphasis n the corning
alloW the computer to provide important.information year on documenting the learning th t takes place.
to both student and instructor. ltems. are numerically Moller became interested in the computer as' an
weighted, so the student's performance may be instructional tool primarily because f the wofk,in
scored in terms of correptness and other factors, 1 hematology of a former University c011 ague°, ;James
such as efficiency. (Future simulations may even McArthur, now at the University 9f Washington,
incorporate such realistic elements as a clock Septtle. ,Other' health sciences fac Ity also are
ticking away the minutes.) The student may coin- developing and using computer prog ems in con;
pare this score with the average score of practicing junction with the Consulting Group taff,) among
physicians who have worked the problem: For hiS them Robert' Letson in ophthalm logy, Rafi
part, Moller can obtain a printout of student re- Younoszai and Donald Robertson 1 anatoTy,
sponses, allowing him to discover elements which Joseph Westermeyer in psychiatry, arid .Stuart
are particularly troublesome to-students. . Thorson in family practice. AlthQug they are

In addition to the clinical simulation, Moler pursuing independent projects, they m et periodi-
and his associates haves...p ot. the computer to other
instructional uses. A program developed by mediael
student George Biltz uses.a question/answer format
to teach and review basic information. When the
student makes an error, the computer gives correct
factual information and prescribes review in specific .

'areas. Moller believes more review programs are
needed.

A-diagnostic program, developed by Leonard
Blieden, a cardiology fellow, teaches students to

cally as a groyp to discuss matters f common ,

, Moller feels ..that the 'computer can add tcie
intereett.

medical education a dimension not I otherwise
possible, but said it doeS not reduce either the
teaching load or the amount of time -s
instructor with students. While the corn
some unique capabilities, he caution
believing that it can solve all teachin
problems. Rather, he believes it shoul

ent by an
puler has
3 against
-learning
be con-



sidered just one of, many innovative teaching 4--
methods which might be useful In a given situation.
Keys to sucbessfUl use of the .computer in in-
steuction, Moller suggests, area making sure it ..es

being used appropriately, and taking time to develop
yood programs.

Moller and Burris exhibited the four prototype
programsin pediatric cardiology at a recent medical
education conference in New York, and said other

s

c

medical schools indicPted interest in developing
similar prograMs. There are also potential con-
mercial usesfor example, a manufacturer of
electronic pacemakers is considering the, method
to educate doctors' to '04agnose problems. en-
countered by patients using the devices. Computer
programs might also be an attractive- approach to
continuing postIgraduate education foe physicians,
allowing more interaction thanthe standard methods
of reading or attending lectures. .

Art history: selk:pac,ed units allow increaseckfaculty-student contact

Students in Sheila McNally's survey, course in
. ancient art history learn most of the course's con-

tent by listening to audio tapes and viewing sets
of slides on their own time at the Learning fl e -

sources Center in Walter Library. While the ap-
proach triaY sound coldly impersonal, her reason for
adopting it wds just the opposite=she wanted to
overcome the anonymity of the traditional lecture
'syCtem..She says it is working.'

McNally is one of five art history faculty members
currently developing forms of self-paced instruc-
tion for their courses. The others 'are Alison Ben-
jamin-Stones and John Staxert medieVal art
history, and Robert Poor Frederick, Asher in
Asian art history.

Her interest An finding an alternative to . the
lecture method began several years ago with an
incident she recalls vividly. "I was lookirigout/irom
the stage of the auditorium where I lectfured4 and I
noticed a young woman smiling up at me. 14 retized
it had been a long time. since I had seen anyone
out there as a real person." She resolved to find
a way to break doWn the formal. structure of the
lecture course and enable herself to establish more
contact With her students.'

Her search Led to a long-term association with
the Consulting Group and' to the development and
use of some two dozen slide-tape instructional
units available to students for study at their own
pace. These units art the primary; 'instructional
medium-foOhe course. E/ach..consists of an audio
tape coordinated set of slides to which the
tape ekes reference. Students obtain these ma-
terials from the desk at the Learning 1/esources
Center in Walter Library eV play them on machines
!WV) center. They can replay any section as often
as 'they choose. Written exercises accompany the
units.

Five exams, or "evaluations," are to be taken
during the quarter. Ideally; these are taken whenever
the-student is ready; realistically, some students
must be spurred by mean of a "strongly suggested"
schedule. McNalh, 'and a teaching assistant spend

6

designated hours al-the Learning .ResoUrces Center
(six,pr seven hours.aiweek each in normal- times,
up to twenty each in end-oPquerter rush periods).
They dispense copies of the evaluations to 'students
wishing to take them, ,and then discuss' with stu-
dents. their performance on the evaluation anein
the course.

Studenls may retake each evaluation Without.
penalty until; satisfied with their achievement. Mc-
Nally says this option enables them to reach,a high
level of perfdrmance, as reflected in the grades
they are earning,.

Although she has now offered the course using
self-paced instructional: units four times, McNally
says it is still experimental. Same of the materials
will again be revised this summer, and she has not
entirely settled on an overall course format. Wanting
students to meet together regularly rather than
wOrking only in isolation, she has tried out various
combinations of lecturte meetings' and smaller
sectional units. With studen* feernling material
at -different paces, she has fffund lectures of little
use. Sectional meetings, on the other hand, pro-
vide an4opportunity to assign exercises, many 'of
them to be carried out in small groups.

McNally sees such 'groups as one potential
way to encourage student interaction. She would
also like to -find other ways to restOre some of the
informality lost when the rapid growth of the class
(from -60 students a few years ago to 230 last
quarter) necessitated- a move of the slide-tape
equipment from a lounge-style working area to the
more formal setting at the Leming Resources
Center.

During the paatAte' years, McNally) and the
Consulting Group staff 'have experimented with
pretests, questionn9ires, student course evaluations,
.records of usage of tte slide-tape units, and other
'sources of, data about the effectiveness of her
course. Their experi'en'ce is begjruling to. pay off
in terms, of information both about. their data
collection metho s and about such queStions as
how students pac themselves through,the course,



how to identify early in the quarter those who will
have trouble finishing, and what aspects of the
course are most _troublesome for student's. One
important consideration is getting sufficient informa-
tion without overburdening students. with forms
and questionnaires. - ,

McNally. said the high level of student per-.
formance and positive reaction to the couse have
already shown it to be successful. Students have
expressed their enthusiasm for. the opportunity to
learn at their own pace and to receive individual
attention. At the seine time, they have been criti-
cal of mechanical problems, such as long waits for
interviews with McNally or the teaching assistant
in the rush at the end of the quarter, or mal-
functioning machinery during the same rush.

.
McNally herself 'finds the approach both "62(-

hausting" because of the large amount of time rt
requires and"extremely rewarding" b cause it al-,
lows her the opportunity she had soug o give
individual attention to her students.

. The five Art History departmen; members work-
ing with self-paced instruction meet weekly with
Consulting Group staff for discussion of theoretic-
al and practical issues of individual and comeon
concern. Some of their developmental work has
been supported by University sources including
the Educational Development Program and Council
on ,Literal Education Small Grants Program, and
funds Poi. equipment and slides have come from
the U.S. Office of Education. A substantial :recent
grant from the National Endowment for th.e Humani-
ties will support fuither development.

4"

Law:.computer-based problems supplement classroom discussion

Studenh in Roger Park's fiFst-year civil' pro-
.

cedure course' at the University's law school de-
velop their Understanding of the rules of evidence
by playing the ,role of a jullge asked to rule on
objections in a "case Played. out by computer.
Having read assigned text material, they are asked
to apply;such principles asfelevancy, hearsay, and
leading to evidence presented in the

. simulated case. Eacha"asiswei brings a brief
explanation of why it'is correct or incorrect; an .

incorrect answer also brings an invitatori to try
again; After a few -incorrect tries, the student, may

,..r4equest a hint. Overa-I performance can be scored
and compared with an average.

Park deveiopied the :program last fall to give
students in rfis lar943,classes- more individual at-, r
tenlion and afnor,,e active\leEirning experience than'
he .could oterwiseigfrovide. ,Sincethe program is ci

a supplement, he reasoned' that even'iftexperiments
provedess effective than he hoped, students would,
still receive the. necessary material thrOugh class-

.
The computer cannot and should not replace

class discussion, Park said. However, it is a -Usefu/s
supplement, particularly in large classes, to the
Socratic method used in most law school courses
in which students are expected to apply underlying
principles they have learned from their reading. It
is generally assumed that students not participating
actively are nevertheless taking part vicariously in
the.reasoning process. However, Park believes the
'method is less effective in very large classes. The
computer counted this by presenting each student
with at least one occasion when it is necessary to
participate actively in the problem-solving process.
The most serious potential problem, he said, may
be lack of accessibility of computer terminals if
large numbers 6f. students are assigned large
amounts of work.

This summer, Park will work under grants from
the Educational Development Program and the
.Council on Legal Education for Professional Re-
Sponsibility (QLEPR) to develop additional problems,

room teaching. most of them allowing the student to play the role
meth Park and his students have been -pleased, -p.f lawyer o(judge. He'hopes gradually to increase

with the results. Ninety-one of the 102 students in 'the complexity of "his .prOgrams.
the class responded to a questionnaire. All but Park's program was demonstrated at a recent

mfive thought:the computer program'was an'effectiv.e gLEOff-board meeting in. Florida. A Ford Poun-}

resource in .learning basic eviddnce. Eight-two "Lfelt dation:supported agency,. CLEPR is copcerned
it was an enjoyable way to 'supplement the civil upgrading components of Jegal education
procedure course.' Eighty said problems ,..and .-;liffecting the development of professional responsi-
sueStions were answered by doing the exercise, bilit., Irt a project funded by CLEPR, BUrris is

Students came to class with many more ques- working with law faculty from other institutions to
tions as a result of Aeir experience with the simu- develop corhputer simulations involving torts and
lation, Park said, and a computer printout of ques- insurance law. 'Among' these is 'a sophisticated
tions most often' missed indicated some difficult simulation .,developed by Robert Keeton, formerly
points he, may not have detected from nOrmalclass-. of the University's law school and now of Harvard.
room.interaction.- Keeton:s-progrefm Involves pretrial.trial, anq post-

e



trial piocedure and requires some twelve hours
to work: Questions of tact-, tactics, and ethics all
are included. Where possible, items are scored. On ;'

ethical questions, the student is given a profile of
responses of law prof&sors, practitipg attorneys,

and judges who have worked the problem.,CLEPR
and other groups conoerned with legal education,
are interested in use, of computer programs, both as
a form of pre-clinical legal education and for
continuing education for attorneys.

Second-language learning: computer drills help teach grammar

A student learning a second language must
continually build upon things already learned; each
step dependiupon the proper foundation. Thus it
is important not only to present .material in 'prop(er
sequence but to teach it effectively at every step.
This -concern has prompted German department
faculty member Cecil Wood to 'experiment over
the years with many modes of instruction for his
beginning German course. He continues to develop
computer programs, television and, audio tapes,
and textual materials, and to experiment with- their
use invarious combinatiohe and formats.

Wood has developeda series of computer-
based instructional drills which give practice in
manipulating the language, and thiis help students
internalize the rules of grammar. Computer printouts
give Wood data about individual as well as class
performance, data which can be used both in
helping students learn the material and in devOlop-
ing further programs.

Television and audio tapes expose students to
the'spoken languagepresenting vocabulary, gram-
mar, and cultural material. A textbook written by
Wood some ten years ago, and revised several
times since, embodies results of years of experi-
mentation with sequencing and structuring material
to optimite learning. -These instructional aids, sup-
plemented by other written materials, free the
instructor from reaching` basic naterial in favor of
more interaction. in which students use what they
have learned.

Students may take the 15-credit, thr4ee-course
sequence in beginning 'German using a great deal,
some,' or none at all of Wood's television and
,computer programs. Some sections of te,cours4
feature_ a traditional classroom approachyith an
instructor giving five lectures each'week. In other
sections, Waod's television tapes substitute for two
of the lectyres, and computer-assisted instruction
supplements classroom learning to varying degrees.
In addition,' some students are taking the course on
a contract basis, one credit at a time, with access
to all.instuctional materials as well as tutorial

-assistance.
A cost analysis of these approaches conducted

last year by Ronald. Zillgitt of the littiveFsity's Man-
agement Planning and Informatipn Services showed
that use ...91 computer-assisteel instruction and

Flosed-circuit television can help reduce the cost'
of instruction. The study projected costs of various
mode's of instruction per student credit hour.

Cost of a traditional lecture approach varies
according to the InStructar's salary and workload.
For a teaching associate earning $4104 annually
(a rank chosen arbitrarily for the study).giving five
lectures per week to three sections of 30 students
each year (currently ,a ,standard workload in the
German departehent)' the cost is $9.12 per student
credit hour.

Production and viewing costs of Wood's televi-
sion tapes, based oka projected five-year life span,
average to $3.21 per student credit 'hour. When
the tapes are used as part -or the classroom ap-
proach, they replace two of the five lectures each
week and allow the instructor to teach 435 students
instead Of 90 each year. Cost of classroom in-
struction is reduced from $9.12 to $8.68 per student
credit hour. ,

Computer-assisted instruction, which requires
purchasing equipment and leasing access time,
currently' costs $1.92 per student credit hour for
beginning German students. Its use in combination
with lectures and television enalples the instructor
to teach 150 students each year, at a total cost of
$1269 per student credit hour.

The 4elevision and computer programs are also
used by students taking the course on a contract
basis; one. instructor can assist 180 students a year

' by this method. Cost is being studied and is ex-
pected to be comparable to the other methods.

The study points-out that in a long-range trend,
manpower costs are rising /while computer costs,
because. of faster machines and lower rhafiutac-
turing costs, are dropaing.In addition, use of tech-
nological aids such as television and the computer
generally allow the instructor 'either to teach great-
er numberS of students (further reducing unit cost)
or to perfc7rrti other activities, such as giving more
individual attention to students.

Wood and Burris say performance of students
on exams.has demonstrated the effectiveness of
both television and compUter-assisted instruction,
particularly in terms of students' ability to handle
grammar. However, they are dissatisfied with the
adeqUacy of ezarins to measure second-language
learning. Research and development in this area



are being conducted by Wood, Gerhard Clausing
of the German department, and Dale -Lange of
secondaFy education.

Wood's computer programs have been used in
teaching introductory German at the University of
Minnesota, DUluth. They also are the models for
programs being introduced this year by Richard -

Auld in Swedish;. Solveig Zempel in Norwegian;
Ray Wakefield in Dutch; and Gerald grickson,
Michael Kunin, and Walter Nichipor in ancient
Greek. Development of Materials, in still other
languages, is underway for use next year. The
German programs also are accessible to high,
schools, and colleges of Minnesota and beyond
through the MERITSS computer network.

Much of the development of second-language
learning programs a -the University has been done'
using the Computer-Assisted Language Learning
Systejn (GALLS); developed by the Consiiking
Group for use with the language equipment et the
Learning Resources Center in Walter Library. CALLS
(as well as, eventually other specialized systems)
is part of theyMinnesota Instrpactiorial Language,

'5 developed,* the Consulting roup:for use by
I auth9rs of instructional programs. .

considers the computer not only effective
-but' a "kind and patient" teaching aid. "It ellOwS.
students to make their mistakes in private. It lets
them learn as slowly and clumsily as "they need
to, or move ahead quickly when they are able."
However, he acknowledged that many students want
and need more personal attention than he and his
teaching assistants have had time to give He .

spends rnorningsat the Learning Flesources Center.
in Walter Library-wh.ere students may talk with him,
and: has built other personal contact situations into
his .classes. But he said more such rntect' is
.needed, and .ways must be found to p vide the
different styles of guidance needed by different
students, particularly yvhen they are asked to assume

ccorrinrairwat
. Center for Ed,ucattonal Development

317 Walter Library
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455
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a high degree of responsibility for their own learn--
ing (as are the students taking his codrse, on a
contract basis). These questions will command a

, major share of his attentionvas he continues expert-
mentatiqo with his course.

. .

Effective instruction traced
to-instructor, not machine

Although ,there are critics of computer use in
the classroom, Burris does ndt tee his work .as
leading to dehumanization, of the learning process.
"Achially, the machine may be more humane than
the teacher in some situations," he said. "In re-

.

petitive drills, it has more patience) than many
teachers "could summon. It doesn't get tired, or
sarcastic. Of course, it can't get creative, either.

. "The computer isn't taking over for the teachet,"
he said, "but it can take over the routine tasks, and
perform them efficiently and effectively." In (as!,
data gathered on Consulting Group projects clearly
show that the computer used in this way can effect-

- ively. teach people, he said. Yet it is not the machine
itself which io primarily responsible for the learning,
which takes place.

Some projects undertaken by faculty members
in conjunction with ihe, Consulting Group. place
heavy emphasis on the computer, others rely import-
angy on visuals and 'magnetier,tape; many are best
carried out through the printedPage. Burris poiiated
out that' each 'begins with a syStematid analysis
of Subject _matter and objecthirks,,and he'believe
it (s this systematic approaCh rather than' the
Medium used, which is most important in bringing
about an effective solution. "It is not the computer
or the tape or the piece of paper which makes a
project effective, it is`the teacher," he said. "Without
effectiv,, development of instructional design, the
machine would be useless."

i


